
                     

   
 
 
 
 
 
                                                

Nutrien Wagga Working Dog Auction 
 

August 12th, 2023 
Demonstrations 9.00 am 
Auction starts 2.00 pm 

 
Vendors have been asked to rank their dog’s level of experience for three 
categories. These rankings have been listed with the following codes: 
 

1. Working description (all dogs are expected to have worked sheep) 
 

a. Yard = Y 
b. Paddock = P 
c. Cattle = C 
d. All-round = A 

 
2. Training 
 

a. Started working = S/W 
b. Early training = E/T 
c. Moderately trained = M/T 
d. Fully trained = F/T 
 

3. Farm/station working experience 
 

a. Limited = LIM 
b. Moderate = MOD 
c. Capable = CAP 
d. Very experienced = V/E  
 

 



 
 

§ Please ensure that you have a bidding number 
before the auction begins. 

§ GST will be added to the sale price, except in the 
case that the Vendor is listed as not registered 
for GST.  

§ Wagga Yard Dog Club will issue a tax invoice at 
the time of payment. 

§ Accounts must be paid on the day of the auction 
or booked back through an approved Livestock 
Agency.  A letter of introduction will be required. 
Payment types accepted – EFTPOS, cheque or 
cash. 

§ At the fall of the hammer, the dog then becomes 
the responsibility of the buyer. 

§ Nutrien Wagga and the Wagga Yard Dog Club 
takes no responsibility for the information 
provided in this catalogue.  Please approach 
vendors if you require more information. 

 
 
 
 

Directions  
 
Euberta Hall grounds,  
Take the Old Narrandera Road (first left off the Olympic 
Highway after Gobba Bridge north of Wagga). About 17 
kms on Old Narrandera Road to Euberta. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
LOT 1  A/C Neale Taylor                                                  Ph 0402 325 210 
  Gilescreek Ben 
  Dog. Red/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  20/04/2023. 

Sire:  Gilescreek Lonhro II.  Dam:  Gilescreek Hazel. 
Gilescreek Ben is a very forward going, friendly pup.  Both sides 
of his pedigree have bred good work and trial dogs.  Video on 
Gilescreek Kelpies. 
 
RANKING –  LIM   - Y - S/W 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 2  A/C Rowan Dent                                                 Ph 0401 725 466 
  Rosham Hank 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  11/03/2023. 

Sire:  S/B Bunji.  Dam:  Marista Sky. 
Hank is exhibiting good balance and eye on the trainer mob and 
showing that he is comfortable navigating sheep backs with a 
strong bark. This is the second joining and the previous litter have 
shown excellent results. Hank is proving with time and further 
training he will develop into a reliable allrounder. 
 
RANKING –  LIM   - Y - S/W 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 3  A/C Rachel Wollard                                              Ph 0418 850 545 
  Tuglow Bolt 
  Dog. Black/White Border Collie.  DOB:  12/02/2023. 

Sire:  Bauers Dotz.  Dam:  Macdonalds Sue. 
Tuglow Bolt is a 6 month old border collie. Bolt is an eager and 
very loyal little pup so far. Has good cover on sheep with a nice 
stop. Will be a nice all rounder with both cattle and sheep. 
 
RANKING –  LIM   - Y - S/W 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________ 
 
 
LOT 4  A/C Peter Darmody                                              Ph 0427 244 775 
  Sam 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  29/03/2023. 

Sire:  Hat Creek Bounce,  Dam: Tumut Valley Sally. 
3 month old pup, from excellent breeding lines. Just like parents, 
has a keen eye for sheep, and an interest in working at a young 
age. Easy to handle and will develop into an asset for any owner. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y  - S/W 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 



LOT 5  A/C Anna Foster                                                   Ph 0417 522 513 
  Koonama Tim 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  06/03/2023. 

Sire:  Koonama Cracka, Dam:  Koonama Rose II. 
Tim has been bred closely to follow lines that I have found to be 
solid work dogs with all-round abilities. This pup has it all, upright 
type, good mind, strong and calm. Holding a trainer mob, has had 
foundation training, ready to go on with and make him your own. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y  - S/W  
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 6  A/C Rowan Dent                                                 Ph 0401 725 466 
  Rosham Tig 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  11/03/2023. 

Sire:  S/B Bunji.  Dam:  Marista Sky. 
Tig is a very confident pup and aims to please. He is showing 
balance and eye on the trainer mob and is backing the race 
freely. This is the second joining with great results from the 
previous litter. Tig will make a great allrounder with time and 
education and will be an asset to any enterprise. 
 
RANKING –  LIM   - Y - S/W 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 7  A/C Oliver Hanson                                                Ph 0430 112 600 
  Lostriver Woody 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  18/02/2023. 

Sire:  Boco Wonder.  Dam:  Riley Mountain Kate. 
Well bred young pup with a great temperament. Starting to 
balance up on a small mob of sheep. He is easy to handle with 
good basic manners with a natural sit. Woody will develop into a 
top work dog given the right opportunities. 
 
RANKING –  LIM   - Y - S/W 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 8  A/C Rachel Wollard                                              Ph 0418 850 545 
  Cash 
  Dog. Black/White Border Collie.  DOB:  12/02/2023. 

Sire:  Bauers Dotz.  Dam:  Macdonalds Sue. 
Tuglow Cash is a 6 month old started male border collie. Cash is 
an easy going and friendly natured pup. Cash has nice cover and 
hold on his sheep. Starting to get a solid stop on his stock. Will 
make a great all rounder on cattle and sheep. 
 
RANKING –  LIM   - Y - S/W 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________ 



 
 
 
LOT 9  A/C Rod Turner                                                    Ph 02 6972 9196 
  Turner’s Ozz 
  Dog. Red/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  26/01/2023. 

Sire:  Hatcreek Bounce (by Barclay Snooka), Dam: Turners Easy. 
Ozz is a young pup with a bright future. He has been a pleasure 
to train. He has shown considerable ability since a very young 
puppy. He barks freely and has exhibited to us all the attributes of 
an exceptional young kelpie. He is in the early stages of his 
training life and will need guidance in the future. But his 
willingness to work and learn has been outstanding for us. His 
sire has also placed at Yard Dog Trials in large classes. Only 
selling due to owners retiring and leasing their property. Dam is 
also in the Sale Catalogue. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y  - E/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
 
LOT 10 A/C Clint Shelton                                                  Ph 0499 029 120 
  Island Kevin 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  06/12/2022. 

Sire:  Island Jim, Dam:  Island Jane. 
Beautiful, young pup. Free back and bark in yards. Calm & steady 
outside and balances up nicely on training mob. Limited on the 
job experience but has handled small jobs well. Both parents all 
round workers. This pup will suit sheep, cattle or goats and be a 
real asset to any team moving forward. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y P - E/T (demo yard only) 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 11 A/C Luke Platts                                                     Ph 0488 050 061 
  Khalassa Tank 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  08/09/2022. 

Sire:  Nowlans Sam, Dam:  Wandabar Moe. 
Tank is a very keen young dog with real all rounder potential. He 
has started coming to work in the yards and is showing the 
makings of a very good yard dog, a hard/free-backing type with 
bark on command. He has a solid sit, stop, call off and run on a 
smaller mob and a pack up when not working. Not quite ready to 
do mustering jobs by himself yet but has had some paddock 
experience and will develop with more time. Feel free to call me 
with any questions or more information. 
 
RANKING –  MOD  - Y P - M/T (demo yard only) 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 



LOT 12 A/C Neale Taylor                                                  Ph 0402 325 210 
  Pepper 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  05/09/2022. 

Sire:  Gilescreek Lonhro II.  Dam:  Station Bred. 
Pepper is a young bitch with limited experience but has all the 
foundation work done. Good natured suited more for yard work. 
Video on Gilescreek Kelpies. 
 
RANKING –  LIM   - Y - E/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 13 A/C Matt Whitley                                                   Ph 0427 362 092 
  Jet 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  18/06/2022. 

Sire:  Trappersrun Mick,  Dam: Gilescreek Jess. 
Jet has done mainly yard work, has stop, starting to back with 
plenty of bark when needed, call off & starting to have sides. With 
time should make good all rounder. A well bred young dog 
improving every day. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y  - M/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
 
LOT 14 A/C Geoff Loseby                                                 Ph 0422 766 843 
  Rosie 
  Bitch. Red/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  10/06/2022. 

Sire:  Kyeamba Button.  Dam:  Kyeamba Diamond. 
Rosie is a nice natured young dog. She will be prepared for the 
Wagga Dog Auction. She has been lightly started. Showing great 
potential as a yard, shed and truck type of dog. Rosie is starting 
to back and bark nicely. 
 
RANKING –  MOD  - Y - E/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
LOT 15 A/C Paul Adams                                                   Ph 0411 564 113 
  Koonama Kenny 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  10/06/2022. 

Sire:  Koonama Cracka.  Dam:  Eveready Pip. 
Kenny has had foundation training and is holding his trainer 
sheep together well with a nice ark and distance wanting to put 
his sheep together.  Softer going dog that’s kind to his stock 
though they still respect him. Leaning more towards paddock, will 
also back and bark in the yards. Stop and call off. This joining has 
produced some very handy big hearted station dogs. With time 
and experience Kenny will be same. 
 
RANKING –  LIM   - Y P - M/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  

Withdrawn 

Withdrawn 



 
LOT 16 A/C Nat Sherwood                                        Ph 0460 552 740 
  Ruth 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  15/04/2022. 

Sire:  Nowlan’s Mick,  Dam: Broken River CJ. 
Ruth has been well started on sheep, she has basic side 
commands and a good recall, she has started backing and 
barking on command, she has recently been doing short days at 
work with lamb marking and moving dry cattle. She is broken in 
and trained by an 11 year old and is easy to handle. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y P  - M/T (demo yard only) 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 17 A/C Nick Foster                                                    Ph 0417 522 513 
  Koonama Tonka 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  18/02/2022. 

Sire:  Koonama Cracka, Dam:  Lokabe Nova. 
Tonka has had foundation training and is going well on a training 
mob backing and barking good stop and call off. Easy going type 
good manners ready to go on with work. With more work and 
exposure he will make a handy dog that would also work cattle. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y  - M/T  
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 18 A/C Matthew Devereux                                        Ph 0427 637 977 
  Devereux’s Pip 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  21/12/2021. 

Sire:  Tumut Valley Charlie, Dam:  Inglenook Daisy. 
Pip is an 18 month well started kelpie bitch. She's been well 
started in the paddock, has experience driving stock and has 
begun to work independently without a lot of command. She 
prefers holding and driving the left hand side of a mob but will 
work both sides. She has a good amount of eye and heading 
instinct. She has good solid sides, stop, recall both with a whistle 
(logan brand) and with voice. She is handy in the yards and will 
bark up a race but not going to be a free backing dog. Her cast is 
fairly average at the moment but should develop with age. She's 
suited to someone who wants a young paddock dog coming on, 
she's been working in the paddock by herself and with a team and 
handles bigger mobs well. She's a nice dog to have around and 
should develop into a solid paddock dog. 
 
RANKING –  MOD  - P - M/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
 
 



 
LOT 19 A/C Geoff Loseby                                                 Ph 0422 766 843 
  Troy 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  12/11/2021. 

Sire:  Coopendale Zipper.  Dam:  Kyeamba Jill. 
Troy is an easy-going young dog that is currently completing all 
sheep station duties in the shed and yard and will be also 
demonstrated in the paddock. He is well behaved in the camp and 
has a kind nature on his stock. Troy's nice foot work and walk up 
strength enables him to easily move sheep. Troy backs and barks 
when required and is happy to shut down when the work is off. He 
is a direct casting dog that once around the sheep handles the 
mob well and happy to force when required. Troy works well in a 
team or alone. Although trained late, he was an early starting dog 
that improves every time he is used. He will be used this July for 
lamb marking and hopefully progress into close flat country 
paddock work also. 
 
RANKING –  CAP   - Y P - M/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 20 A/C Damon Peacock                                            Ph 0439 798 800 
  Albert 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  29/10/2021. 

Sire:  Bandit Sunny.  Dam:  Doolans Violet. 
Albert has been trained more yard than paddock (80% yard, 20% 
paddock). A young dog you can take to work, he works cattle just 
a bit full on at moment, has been on composite sheep for the last 
6 months, a great dog to have around and loves people. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  -  Y C - M/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 21 A/C Stephen Burgun                                            Ph 0438 841 514 
  Cyrus 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  15/10/2021. 

Sire:  Ned (Lot 22, 2021 Wga Auction), Dam:  Lara (Sunraysia x 
Gilescreek). 
Well started young dog, bred on strong proven station lines. Back, 
bark and force and ready for serious work. 
 
RANKING –  MOD  - Y  - M/T  
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
LOT 22 A/C Tom Quihampton                                           Ph 0413 063 753 
  Kenneys Dell 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  03/06/2021. 

Sire:  S4857 S/Bred Randy, Dam:  A4F-41443-17 Glenfaba Dell. 
Dell is a stylish bitch with a wealth of breeding behind her going 
back to Lokabe Ace on the top side and out of a Glenfaba bitch. A 
quiet worker with a strong eye, Dell is in her element on cattle 
with a strong nose and brow bite. She’s also experienced and 
proficient on sheep, a real paddock type. Top class bitch ready to 
go. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P C - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
 
LOT 23 A/C Geoff McDougall                                            Ph 0428 105 533  
  Cooper (Darcoo James) 
  Dog. Red/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  14/09/2021. 

Sire:  Darcoo Squirt, Dam:  Darcoo Termite. 
Cooper from the age of 8 to 15 months old was given a fair bit of 
droving behind big mobs of sheep on a large station west of Hay. 
From 15 months to his current age of 22 months he has been 
taught sides, stop, reverse, top knot, bark and how to back sheep. 
Cooper will be Yard Dog Trialed in the maiden at Bendigo and 
West Wyalong before Wagga Dog Auction. Cooper is a good 
natured Dog that is easy to train and get on with. He has plenty of 
energy in the yard and loves his work. Cooper will be sold as a 
Yard Dog as that is all I do in my job is yard work. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y  - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
 
LOT 24 A/C Kayley & Lane Pendergast                            Ph 0407 230 709 
  Jamie 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  10/09/2021. 

Sire:  Amos Zone,  Dam: Amos Boo. 
Jamie is a stylish and easy to control bitch who has had extensive 
experience on sheep, cattle and goats. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P C G  - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
 
 
 
 



LOT 25 A/C Matthew Sherwood                                        Ph 0428 445 161 
  Marista Vinnie 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  04/09/2021. 

Sire:  Amos Zone,  Dam: Marista Lois. 
Vinnie is a very well started dog, he is ready to take to work. He is 
a natural paddock type with plenty of ability in the yards. Easy to 
handle, has done small jobs but needs a little more training to rely 
on by himself. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y P  - M/T (demo yard only) 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 26 A/C Phil Peters                                                  Ph 0408 269 964 
  Wandabar Storm 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  01/08/2021. 

Sire:  Amos Zone, Dam:  Cooperdale Lucy. 
Storm is bred in the purple by Jake Nowlan's good dog Amos 
Zone and out of Ben Coster's good bitch Coopendale Lucy - both 
won numerous trials. Storm is a young dog showing great work 
and feel for his stock. Has strength, medium eye, good cover, 
good cast. He is very trainable and biddable. Works from horse, 
bike, ute, buggy. Has worked in a team. Will make a good all-
rounder. One not to be missed. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P C - M/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
LOT 27 A/C Kahlee O’Leary                                              Ph 0439 046 064 
  Pilbara Renn 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  June 2021. 

Sire:  Killili Cash,  Dam: Long Gully Misty. 
Renn is an all round bitch. Part of a livestock contracting team. 
Friendly bitch, works paddock, yards and cattle. Backs and barks 
with a solid on off switch. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P C  - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 28 A/C Tom Quihampton                                           Ph 0413 063 753 
  Homebrook Queenie 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  25/02/2021. 

Sire:  S/Bred Alfie (Sire: A3M-24456-13 Roseona Boss), Dam:  
A4F-37074-20 Homebrook Lady. 
Queenie is a cracking little all-rounder bitch. Attentive and friendly 
by nature, she’s a quiet worker with good cast and cover. Plenty 
of experience on sheep and cattle, handy in both the paddock and 
yard. Will back. Queenie is eager to please and a genuinely lovely 
bitch to have around. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P C - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  



 
 
 
LOT 29 A/C Neville Williams                                             Ph 0437 400 000 
  Kraken Dusty 
  Dog. Red/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  18/12/2020. 

Sire:  Lokabe Fred II.  Dam:  Wandabar Poppy. 
Dusty is AKC registered, with Coogee, Raimar, Trueblue & 
Coopendale directly in his pedigree. He has solid commands and 
works yard or paddock with a wide cast. He’ll ride a bike or 4-
wheeler. A free backer with no bite but heaps of grunt. Dusty has 
placed in yard trials, has great footwork and cover with plenty of 
control. You could work him or go to a trial.  Dusty is fully trained 
and will work for a youngster, a lady or the boss. He’s able to 
cast, drive stock and has left & right commands with a good stop. 
 
RANKING –  V/E   - Y P - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
 
LOT 30 A/C Steve Condell                                                Ph 0427 200 598 
  Condover Bale 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  21/10/2020. 

Sire:  Gilescreek Cricket, Dam:  Condover Queen. 
Condover Bale is from a proven line of working dogs. A forceful, 
free backing young dog that has been broken in and worked at 
the Wagga sale yards, handling large numbers and long hours of 
drafting, unloading trucks and penning sheep. Only limited 
paddock experience, however, quite useful droving and moving 
mobs. Would suit truck/contractor and station yard work. Please 
contact Steve Condell 0427 200598 for further info. 
 
RANKING –  CAP   - Y  - M/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
 
 
LOT 31 A/C Neale Taylor                                                  Ph 0402 325 210 
  Gilescreek Lonhro II 
  Male. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  25/08/2020. 

Sire:  Woodridge Lucky.  Dam:  Ironbar Bailey. 
Lonhro is fully trained in yards, medium cast in paddock, easy to 
control, good natured, good stop, backs with plenty of bark will 
also bark in paddock if needed. Done a lot of shed & yard work. 
Video on Gilescreek Kelpies. 
 
RANKING –  CAP   - Y P - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
 



 
 
LOT 32 A/C Matthew Devereux                                        Ph 0427 637 977 
  Badboy Mick 
  Dog. Border Collie (Tri).  DOB:  08/02/2020. 

Sire:  Ringtail Russ, Dam:  Millison Park Wave. 
Mick is 3.5 year old fully trained border collie. Mick is well bred 
along trial lines and is a fully trained and experienced paddock 
dog. He has a lot of station work under his belt and understands 
the job. He has sides, stop, recall both with whistle and voice. He 
has been 3 sheep trialled but is more suited to station work. He 
can handle large mobs as well as small and is an easy dog to 
handle. He has a solid cast and whistle commands at a distance. 
He works well by himself or in a team. He is handy in the yards for 
a border collie and will back, but definitely more suited to the 
paddock. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - P - F/T 
 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________ 
 
 
 
LOT 33 A/C Clint Shelton                                                  Ph 0499 029 120 
  Island Rosie 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  31/07/2020. 

Sire:  Pandara Jimmy, Dam:  Pandara Zoe. 
Free back and barking yard type dog. Keeps up with Combi clamp 
all day. Suit Yard, shed & truck. Limited experience in paddock. 
Works well on her own or in a team. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y  - F/T  
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
 
LOT 34 A/C Stephen Burgun                                            Ph 0438 841 514 
  Lara 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  16/07/2020. 

Sire:  Sunraysia Bill, Dam:  Gilescreek Custard. 
Desexed bitch due to uterus infection, bred two litters (son Cyrus 
in this Auction).  Point and shoot bitch used in station work, 
gathering mobs, droving up laneways, yard work and pushing 
onto handlers.  Not screwed down, free working, backs, plenty of 
bark and force. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y  - M/T  
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
 
 



LOT 35 A/C Neale Taylor                                                  Ph 0402 325 210 
  Gilescreek Dolly 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  09/10/2019. 

Sire:  Gilescreek Thommo II.  Dam:  Ironbar Bailey. 
Dolly is a good natured bitch that’s done a lot of yard & shed 
work. Medium cast in paddock with good presence on her stock. 
Backs, Barks on command, good stop, would make a good 
station or trial bitch. Video on Gilescreek Kelpies. 
 
RANKING –  CAP   - Y P - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 36 A/C Phil Peters                                                  Ph 0408 269 964 
  Nulla 
  Dog. Cream Kelpie.  DOB:  13/08/2019. 

Sire:  Canyonleigh Buzz, Dam:  Canyonleigh Kozzi. 
Solid shed & yard dog, barks on command, has wide cast & 
plenty of cover, has a high work ethic, good all-round dog, 
genuine sale - if I had the work he wouldn't be going anywhere. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P C - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 37 A/C Anthony Quinn                                               Ph 0427 276 634 
  Choc 
  Dog. Red/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  20/05/2019. 

Sire:  Raffa, Dam:  Jones Kelly. 
Choc has a powerful mob back, also barks and is easy to work.  
Choc has worked loading and unloading trucks and in the 
shearing shed.  Limited in the paddock.  Will drive sheep to the 
yards. 
 
RANKING –  V/E   - Y  - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
 
LOT 38 A/C Steve Condell                                                Ph 0427 200 598 
  Gilescreek Arthur 
  Dog. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  17/05/2019. 

Sire:  Gilescreek Tubby, Dam:  Ironbar Rosie. 
Gilescreek Arthur is bred from the quality bloodlines of the 
Gilescreek Stud. A dog that has big yard bark, free backing, can 
work a race and unload trucks. Has worked extensively at the 
Wagga sale yards, handling large numbers and long hours. Has 
limited paddock experience but useful moving mobs. Would suit 
truck/contractor or station yard work.  
 
RANKING –  CAP   - Y  - M/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 



 
 
LOT 39 A/C Roger Roach                                                 Ph 0437 451 791 
  Tumut Valley Cactus 
  Bitch. Black/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  07/05/2019. 

Sire:  Tumut Valley Donk.  Dam:  Tumut Valley Penny II. 
Good natured, going yard dog. Moderately trained and will work 
with other dogs. Easily controlled. 
 
RANKING –  MOD  -  Y P  - M/T (demo yard only) 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 40 A/C Rod Turner                                                    Ph 02 6972 9196 
  Turner’s Easy 
  Bitch. Red/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  20/11/2018. 

Sire:  Turner’s Dinkum (by Karana Abba), Dam:  Station-bred “Oi”. 
Excellent all rounder. Very experienced in paddock, yard and 
shed work. Will isolate and catch single sheep. Has left, right and 
stop commands. Very willing worker with exceptional 
temperament. Backs sheep in yards and race. Rides on bikes and 
vehicles. An exceptional worker, hence her chosen name. Easy 
embodied the ethos of a faithful kelpie, a pleasure to work with, a 
massive desire to please her owner and an immense will to work. 
Had litter of pups, one is also in this sale. Only selling as owners 
retiring and property has been leased. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P G  - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
 
LOT 41 A/C Simon Hartwich                                             Ph 0409 172 075 
  Tubby 
  Dog. Red/Tan Kelpie.  DOB:  17/10/2018. 

Sire:  Stamp (by Barru Monkey), Dam:  Karmala Gem. 
Very friendly easy to handle all round dog that has done a lot of 
work on sheep and some cattle. Medium cast in paddock works 
mob well. Works well in yards, backs to effect, works with no bark. 
Has done limited cattle work, works best in a team. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  

 
 
 
 



WAGGA YARD DOG  
Standard Terms and Conditions of sale. 

 
1. A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock for sale 

by auction. 
 

2. A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction. 
 

3. Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of 
the vendor to withdraw any lot without declaring the reserve, the highest bidder 
shall be the buyer.  

 
4. The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right 

is notified prior to the commencement of the sale and is subject to State law.  
 

5. A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in 
accordance with these terms and conditions, the auctioneer decides to put the 
lot up again following a default.  

 
6. The last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer shall be the 

amount at which the lot has been sold.  
 

7. In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the 
successful bidder or the auctioneer may decide to put the lot up again. The 
auctioneer’s decision is final.  

 
8. The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s 

opinion, is not in the best interests of the vendor and need not give reasons for 
doing so.  

 
9.  A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder 

has given to the auctioneer a copy of written authority to bid for or on behalf of 
another person. 

 
10. The successful bidder at auction must give to the auctioneer at the fall of the 

hammer: a) the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or  
 

b) the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made. 
 

11. The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be 
exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added after the fall 
of the hammer for those sales subject to GST. 
 

12. If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which 
includes the requirements of State law, any dog knocked down to that buyer 
may be re-sold by public auction or private contract in whatever lots and 
manner the auctioneer decides. The re-sale may be with or without notice and 
shall be at the buyer’s risk. The buyer is responsible for all loss and expense 
suffered by the vendor arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any 
resulting profit. 

 



13. The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase 
price in immediate funds on receipt of a tax invoice. Payment is required prior 
to collection of any dog by the buyer. 

 
14. No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person 

has signed the Buyer Registration Form, accepted these terms and conditions 
and made arrangements satisfactory to the auctioneer for payment for the dog 
purchased. If bids in breach of this condition are inadvertently accepted, 
delivery of any dog shall not be given until the purchase money is paid and any 
law, rule or practice to the contrary is accordingly negatived as far as possible.  

 
15. Each buyer acknowledges and agrees that:- 

a) all dogs sold are open for inspection by appointment prior to the date of 
the auction, on the day of the auction and will be used in a demonstration 
on the day of the auction; 

b) each buyer has had an adequate time to view and inspect any dog 
purchased prior to the date of the auction; 

c) they accept the dog in its condition and level of training, which is evident 
on the day of the auction and are sold with all faults, if any; 

d) all dogs are purchased at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the fall 
of the hammer; 

e) all conditions and warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby 
excluded from the sale to the extent that the law allows; and 

f) no compensation shall be given for any faults, imperfections, lack of 
training, misrepresentation and/or any errors of description. 

 
16. The buyer has responsibility for the prevention of loss or escape (including 

death) of any dog once it has been collected from the vendor. 
 

17. The buyer agrees that is shall not rely on any statements made by the 
auctioneer whether in writing or orally as to the description of any level of 
training of any dog and the Wagga Yard Dog Club shall not be liable for any 
loss, damage, claim, cost or expense that may arise in any way as a result of 
the sale of any dog at the Wagga Dog Auction.  

 
18. These terms and conditions do not render the Wagga Yard Dog Club liable to 

the buyer as vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off against the Wagga Yard 
Dog Club any right the buyer may have against the vendor or otherwise. 

 
19. The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the purpose 

of selling the dogs comprised in the lots. The terms of engagement between 
the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to the provision of advice by the 
auctioneer to the vendor in relation to the safety or otherwise of the sale ring, 
the auction facility and the surrounding environments. Neither the auctioneer 
or Wagga Yard Dog Club shall be liable to the vendor for any loss, damage, 
claim, cost or expense that may arise in any way as a result of the sale of any 
dog at the Wagga Dog Auction. 

 
20. If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its 

representative before full payment of the Price, then until full payment is 
received, the buyer:  
a) does not acquire title to the dog; 
b) holds the dog as bailee only for the vendor;  
c) must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor; 
d) must store the dog separately or so that it is not in contact with any other 

dog owned by the buyer;  



e) is responsible for the safety and well-being of the dog and shall be liable 
for any injury, death or loss or damage caused by the buyer possessing 
the dog; and 

f) agrees that the vendor or its agent may repossess and resell the dog and 
enter property owned or occupied by the buyer or its representative if 
necessary to do so. 
 

21. The buyer indemnifies the vendor and its agent against any loss, damage, 
costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims suffered by the vendor, the agent or 
any person or entity arising from the vendor exercising its rights under clauses 
20. 
 

22. The buyer understands and agrees that interest may be charged at the rate of 
12% per annum on any amounts which remain owing by the buyer at any time 
from the time of the auction. 

 
23. The buyer and the vendor acknowledge that the Property, Stock and Business 

Agents Act 2002 (NSW) sets out that:- 
a) It is an offence against the Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 

for a person to do any of the following as a result of a collusive practice, or 
to induce or attempt to induce another person by a collusive practice to do 
any of the following: 
i. to abstain from bidding; or 
ii. to bid to a limited extent only; or  
iii. to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition. 

b) Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive 
practices.  

 

 
 

 

 


